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For now the Big Four seem to have won the breakup argument – temporarily perhaps. The 
PwC Chairman and Senior Partner, Kevin Ellis has said he accepted the referral to the CMA: 
“We at PwC support the idea of having the CMA study the audit market”.1 We are not sure 
that his view is echoed among all the Big Four personnel. He also went on to succinctly 
identify the current position: 

This is a watershed moment for the audit profession. The collapse of UK government 
contractor Carillion amid allegations of financial misreporting thrust corporate 
auditing into the spotlight. Parliamentary committees last week asked the UK 
competition watchdog to consider breaking up the Big Four accounting firms, 
Deloitte, KPMG, EY and PwC2. 

About the Kingman review, Ellis wants the review of the auditing watchdog to expand its 
mission to include audit quality and effectiveness.  (It would be fair to say we had assumed 
this was a given.)  Box 8.1 provides a cross-section of the most salient points of his argument 
for not breaking up the Big Four. 

Since then the CMA has published responses to its call for evidence. All of these can be found 
on this site: 
https://www.gov.uk/cma-cases/statutory-audit-market-study#update-paper 

The Big Four: 
Deloitte
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec3d1aed915d6a1c35ff2a/Deloitte_response
.pdf 

KPMG 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec3d4ee5274a08354b4885/KPMG_response
.pdf 

PwC 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec32bc40f0b667a46ce0c4/pwc.pdf 

EY 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec3d29ed915d6a283efa13/EY_response.pdf 

1 Ellis, K., 2018, ‘A Big Four upheaval could endanger audit quality: 
Accountancy changes are needed but not measures that bring costly disruption 
to the UK’, Financial Times, 21 May 2018. 
Available at: 
https://www.ft.com/content/cab30f5a-5cdb-11e8-ab47-8fd33f423c09 
Accessed June 2018. 
2 Ibid. 
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The mid-tier or challenger firms: 
 
BDO 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec3cdbed915d6a105b79ec/BDO_response.p
df 
 

GT 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec3d40ed915d6a283efa14/Grant_Thornton_
response.pdf 
 

RSM 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec332f40f0b667adfd3f21/rsm_uk.pdf 
 
 
Box 8.1 Selected arguments from the PwC Chairman for keeping the status quo 3 
 
The limited options reflect the fact that large multinational clients require significant size, 
scale and expertise in their auditor. Ways must be found to help other firms overcome the 
natural barriers to entry, including the need for significant investment, heightened auditor 
liability and higher levels of regulatory scrutiny. But a CMA market study would not 
address issues of audit quality or the gap between what auditors do and what wider society 
expects.  
 
I strongly believe breaking up the firms would not solve these issues and would instead 
hurt audit quality. Large, complex audits need specialist skills beyond accountancy — 
often at short notice. Technology experts help us understand and test controls around large 
and complex accounting systems. Tax specialists consider whether multinationals have 
assessed their tax liabilities correctly.  
 
Being large and multidisciplinary has allowed us to invest more than $500m globally in 
new technologies to ensure audits keep pace with a rapidly changing world. Artificial 
intelligence, big data analysis and machine learning can allow auditors to check millions of 
transactions in an instant, immediately flag anomalies, and sort the data in many ways. 
That will make it easier to spot unusual items or trends. 
 
Auditors need top quality people. Being able to offer a range of career opportunities 
enables us to attract and retain the brightest of the UK’s aspiring young people — indeed, 
we are the largest private sector recruiter of graduates.  
 
The varied experiences that we provide help build their understanding of business and 
industries and make them better, more sceptical auditors. Without the variety, we may no 
longer be able to bring in the right people.  
 

 
  
                                                 
3 Ibid. 
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The ICAEW: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/5bec3f0a40f0b667a7c6ddf6/icaew-statutory-
audit-invitation-to-comment-response.pdf 
 
 


